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ABSTRACT 

 

The offshore wind potential of the Caribbean Sea has barely been exploited. 

Currently, the offshore wind power industry in Latin America and the Caribbean region 

is still at very early stages, leaving aside an important resource that otherwise could 

contribute to satisfy the growing energy demand of the zone. In this study the 

possibilities arising from a massive exploitation of the wind resource in the Caribbean 

Sea are assessed. The objective is to investigate if the resources contained in it would be 

sufficient to satisfy the energy demand of Latin America and the Caribbean, which is 

foreseen to be about 1900 TWh/year by 2020.  

 

To address this question, the “Infinite wind farm” concept is used as a simple way 

to model the meteorological behaviour and the wind speed in the area. The model is 

utilized in combination with the bathymetric data of the Caribbean Sea and with a simple 

economic analysis, to evaluate what the requirements to satisfy the energy demand 

would be in terms of area, number of turbines, and levelized cost of energy (LCoE). The 

assessment is performed utilizing different turbine sizes, and inter-turbine separations to 

find the combination that minimizes the LCoE. 

 

It is found that the energy demand of Latin America and the Caribbean could be 

satisfied using only 125000 km2 (4.5% of the total Caribbean Sea area) of waters 

shallower than 25m at a cost of 69 €/MWh, if the turbines were separated 6.5D from one 

another and if they had a rotor diameter of 250m. In that case, 47760 turbines should be 

installed using only conventional monopile foundations.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

BID Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo 

CAPEX Capital Expenditures 
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GHG Green House Gases 

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
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O&M Operation and Maintenance 

WTG Wind Turbine Generator 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
 

Offshore wind power is a young industry that has been growing and will continue 

expanding in the upcoming years. It is expected that the installed capacity will rapidly 

rise thanks to improvements in technologies, fall of prices, and the expansion to new 

markets and locations. Traditionally, large offshore wind power facilities have been built 

only in very specific geographical locations, especially in northern Europe. However, 

emerging offshore wind markets have begun flourishing in the US and Asia, and if 

offshore wind is meant to become an important part of the green energy solutions of the 

future, it will have to expand soon even to other regions, including the Caribbean and 

Latin America. 

 

When compared to the traditional markets these two zones have fallen behind. They 

have typically satisfied their power demand through hydropower, due to their 

mountainous topography and the availability of water resources. Nonetheless, their 

energy mix is not completely green -since traditional thermal generation is still an 

important part of it- and, as the regional power demand grows, offshore wind power 

could and should gain more importance.  

 

The wind power market has already begun to evolve in the region, with Brazil as its 

indisputable leader, but the efforts have been focused only on developing onshore wind. 

Consequently, a great offshore wind resource potential still remains unexploited, 

especially in the Caribbean Sea. In this context it is relevant to ask: would this underused 

wind resource in the Caribbean Sea be enough to satisfy the energy demand of Latin 

America and the Caribbean countries? And if the answer were affirmative, how many 

offshore wind turbines would be needed? And what would be the total cost of the 

implementation? This thesis aims to make a first approach to answer these questions 
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applying the Infinite Wind Farm Model, which has been successfully used in previous 

studies focusing on the offshore wind potential in the North Sea.  

 

The paper unfolds as following: Next chapter formally outlines the objectives of the 

research. Then, a revision of the literature regarding the Caribbean Sea wind potential, 

the electricity demand in the region, and the state of offshore wind power in it is 

introduced in Chapter 3. The applied methodology will be explained in detail in Chapter 

4, and the results subsequently presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 offers some further 

insights into the results, exploring how sensitive they are when changing some of the 

model’s input parameters. Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 analyze some of the inherent 

limitations of this study and present the general conclusions of it.  
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2 OBJECTIVES 
 

 

2.1 Main Objective 

 

To determine if the wind resources contained within the Caribbean Sea limits would be 

sufficient to satisfy the energy demand of LAC by 2020. 

 

 

2.2 Specific Objectives 

 

• To establish how much of the Caribbean Sea’s area would be needed to 

satisfy the energy demand of LAC by 2020. 

• To establish how many wind turbines should be installed in the Caribbean 

Sea to fulfill the energy requirements of LAC by 2020. 

• To calculate the levelized cost of energy of the implementation. 

• To determine the specific combination of rotor diameter and spacing 

between the turbines that leads to the minimum levelized cost of energy 

while satisfying the energy demand of LAC. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

It is well established in the literature that over the upcoming years the demand of 

electric power will boost in Latin America and the Caribbean. Examples of that 

statement can be found on the papers by Yépez et al (2011) and by Sheinbaum-Pardo et 

al (2011), among many others. The BID (Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo), for 

instance, estimates that, starting at 2013 and until 2040, the demand of electricity in 

LAC will increase with 91%, meaning that the region will have to add almost 1500 TWh 

to its 2013 production (Balza et al, 2016). 

 

The increase of the power consumption will be the result of a growing population 

and also of the overall development of the region that will produce a higher per capita 

income. The interdependence between energy and economic development has been 

widely studied (Seung-Hoon et al, 2009; Zilio et al, 2011), and in LAC the ties between 

energy and GDP are particularly tight (Balza et al, 2016). Consequently, with the 

foreseeing economic growth and the expansion of the middle class a higher power 

consumption is expected.  

  

To satisfy that new demand, an increase of the total generation capacity will be 

required (Yépez et al, 2011). Currently, LAC satisfies its electric power demand by 

using hydropower (≈52%), fossil fuels (≈47%), biomass and biofuels (≈3%), and a small 

portion of other renewables including solar and wind power (≈1%) (Balza et al, 2016). 

However, it is difficult to predict what these proportions will be in the future, and if the 

renewables different from hydropower will be able to overcome the usage of fossil fuels 

when trying to fulfill the new energy needs.  

 

Despite that the hydropower potential of Latin America is huge, some sources 

establish that the pace of its development has already been reduced in the region. Yépez 
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et al (2011), found that the high social and environmental risks and long payback periods 

associated with this kind of projects are lowering the incentives for private investments. 

In fact, it has been shown that the construction of hydroelectric plants in South America 

is severely jeopardizing the Amazon ecosystem and its biodiversity, and interfering with 

the proper connectivity between the water sources at the Andean mountains and the 

lower areas (Tundisi et al, 2014). On the other hand, there are numerous studies 

supporting the idea that financial costs of large hydropower dams are outsized, and that 

their economic performances have been alarmingly poor (Ansar et al, 2014; Scudder, 

2005; Sovacool and Bulan, 2011).  

 

In relation with the utilization of fossil fuels to produce electric power, the 

consumption of natural gas has been gradually replacing the use of petroleum in LAC. 

Right now, natural gas is the most important source of electricity in it after hydropower 

(Balza et al, 2016). Despite that this shift contributes to alleviate the emissions of GHG, 

some studies claim that the region could make a bigger contribution to meet the global 

warming goals (De la Torre et al, 2009). To achieve that, and since the proportion of 

hydropower has been –and will continue- declining, some other clean energy sources 

should be developed (Yépez et al, 2011). 

 

In fact LAC has, in general terms, large renewable energy resources different from 

hydropower, and recently the use of them has experienced a rapid expansion (Balza et al, 

2016). However, they still represent a very tiny portion of the total electricity production 

matrix in the region (Tissot, 2012; Balza et al, 2016), and their development is very 

uneven along it, with Brazil and Mexico ahead, and Colombia, Ecuador and Perú in very 

initial stages (Citibank, 2014). According to the literature this unequal growth is the 

direct result of the absence of a proper regulatory framework and the right energy 

policies in most of the LAC countries (Benett, 2010; Citibank, 2014). 
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Nevertheless, among all the renewables available, wind power seems to have the 

highest possibilities of expansion. Some sources state that wind power technology is 

mature, and that its energy generation costs are now competitive enough to enable the 

further dissemination of its use in the region (Tissot, 2012). Moreover, the 

complementarity between wind power and conventional hydropower has been 

extensively established (Hirth, 2016; Tissot, 2012; Benett, 2010), converting wind power 

in a very attractive way of generation in Latin America and the Caribbean. So far, 

however, the wind power expansion in LAC has had a strong focus only on onshore 

projects, with just a few offshore wind farms built in Brazil (Thewindpower, 2019). This 

leaves the door open for further offshore development, especially in the Caribbean zone. 

 

The interest on the Caribbean Sea, its wind resources and the possibilities of 

exploiting them for energy generation purposes is not new. Several investigations have 

been done, and numerous papers have been written about these topics during decades. 

Cherry et al (1981) made a first worldwide wind energy resource assessment, and their 

results were improved by Elliot et al (1987), specifically for the Caribbean and Central 

America regions, by using a more complete data set and by applying more advanced 

techniques to process the information. Meteorological data from airports, weather 

stations and ships in offshore and coastal areas were used, and the results included 

information regarding the seasonal variability and distribution of the wind resource in 

these zones. Additionally, yearly frequency Weibull distributions were calculated and 

maps were drawn for all the countries and islands that are part of the Caribbean region, 

identifying many areas with outstanding wind resources. 

 

Chadee et al (2013) performed a set of statistical studies on 10m level NCEP/DOE 

reanalysis wind data within the period 1979-2010. They found that the Caribbean area-

averaged power density (power per rotor swept area) varies between 124 and 592 W/m2 

depending on the year, season, and month. The calculated mean annual area-averaged 

power density was, on the other hand, found to be 308 W/ m2. Roughly speaking it was 
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determined that, throughout a year, the winds are faster and the wind power density is 

greater during the dry season than during the wet one. One of the main conclusions of 

this paper was that the NCEP/DOE reanalysis data is appropriate for the assessments of 

the wind resources in the Caribbean and that it could be used to develop high-resolution 

wind maps through dynamical downscaling.  

 

Indeed, downscaling methods were later developed and used by Zhigang et al 

(2016) to build high-resolution (1 km2) wind fields for the east coast of the United 

States, the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean region. Their work was based on the IPCC 

global model predictions –a model to assess how the wind resources would be affected 

by the global increase of CO2 levels–, and the researchers were able to quantify the 

temporal and spatial variability of the forecasted wind speeds and the available power 

over the region. It is concluded that both, wind speed and power, would be dramatically 

reduced in climate scenarios with high concentration of CO2. 

 

There are also studies regarding the use of very large areas -like the one comprised 

by the Caribbean Sea- for wind power generation purposes. Templin (1974), made a first 

attempt to assess the impact that the separation between the turbines in a large array has 

on the wind speed-height profile, and how the available power is reduced due to their 

mutual interference. Posteriorly, a way to assess the wind speed reduction inside a large 

park by using the boundary layer theory was developed. This approach can be found in 

Frandsen (1992, 2006) and Emeis and Frandsen (1993). These authors considered that 

the array of turbines behaves like a roughness surface, and introduced the “Infinite Wind 

Farm” concept. All these ideas were further developed by Barthelmie et al (2009) to 

investigate also the influence that the size of the wind turbines and the overall scale of 

the farm have on the amount of energy that can be harvested from a given area.  

 

All the previous notions associated with an infinitely large wind farm were utilized 

by Sørensen et al (2017) to evaluate if a massive exploitation of the wind resources in 
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the North Sea could satisfy the total demand of energy in Europe. The authors used the 

wind speed reduction model of Frandsen to optimize the power production with respect 

to the rotor size, number of turbines and spacing between them, finding that by using 1/3 

of the North Sea area the European energy needs could be fulfilled. To the knowledge of 

the author of this thesis, this method has not been applied to the Caribbean Sea so far.  

 

Due to the deep waters and irregular bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea, an insight 

into the current and future floating foundations technologies is relevant for the purposes 

of the present study. In general, it is expected that with the expansion of offshore wind 

shallow near-shore sites will become scarce, pushing the need of using more remote 

locations to build new facilities (James et al, 2015). This will increase the challenges and 

costs associated with construction procedures, O&M activities, and power transmission 

to onshore substations. Fortunately, floating foundations could, in the near future, 

provide an alternative solution by enabling the use of deep-water close to shore 

locations, which are common in the countries surrounding the Caribbean Sea. 

 

According to Yichao et al (2015) and James et al (2015), floating foundations could 

operate -in deep-water close to shore places- at lower costs than if fixed-bottom 

foundations were used. To achieve that, however, the governments’ intervention and 

support will be required (James et al, 2015). Currently, semi-submergible floating 

foundations are still very expensive demonstration prototypes. Nevertheless, the Scottish 

government estimates that the most promising concepts could reach a levelized cost of 

energy of £85-95/MWh in large-scale commercial projects (Yichao et al, 2015). With 

regard to their water depth operation capabilities, these prototypes have very diverse 

ranges, but in general terms, they could cover the interval between 40m and 1000m 

(Yichao et al, 2015).  

 

To summarize, it can be said that investigations offering points of view on the 

current and future energy mix of LAC, the projections of its power demand, and the 
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different alternatives to satisfy it, are abundant. Additionally, it is remarkable that the 

wind resources in the Caribbean Sea have been deeply and broadly studied, and research 

keep on going around the topic. Varied mathematical methods to process wind data have 

been developed and applied along the way. Nevertheless, in the literature there is no 

previous application of the Infinite Wind Farm model to assess if the large-scale 

exploitation of the Caribbean wind resources could cover completely the power demand 

of the region. This will be the focus of this thesis. With that objective in mind, the used 

methodology and its steps will be described in detail in the next chapter.  
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4  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The applied methodology is based on the research made by Sørensen et al (2017) in 

relation to the North Sea. The overall process can be seen on Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Overview of the applied methodology. 
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The methodology aims to obtain three main outcomes. Firstly, the possible total 

Annual Energy Production (AEP), then the area of the Caribbean Sea needed to satisfy 

the energy demand in LAC, and finally the exact combination of rotor diameter and 

separation between turbines that produces the minimum LCoE. In order to achieve those 

results, the bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea (the information about its water depth) is 

used in conjunction with the Infinite Wind Farm model and a cost model, and the results 

are optimized with regard to the space between the turbines and their rotor size. The 

following subsections will describe in detail the application of these components. 

 

4.1 The Bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea 

 

The bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea will be derived from a GEBCO data set. 

GEBCO stands for “General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans”. They produce and make 

bathymetry data sets available for the general public through their website 

(https://www.gebco.net/data_and_products/). Usually, the provided data is contained in a 

nc file, whose format cannot be read or processed directly using a spreadsheet. 

Consequently, a reconditioning of the data is required to extract from it the relevant 

information. 

 

The process is depicted on Figure 2. The original nc file includes information 

matching the latitude and longitude of a point to its corresponding water depth. This file 

has to be converted to an ascii file that can posteriorly be transformed into a csv one. 

Once the information is in csv format the data can be appropriately separated into 

coordinates in degrees, minutes, and seconds, and its corresponding water depth value, 

simply by inserting commas. 

 

 At that point, the file can be opened using Excel. However, since the amount of 

data is so large that it overcomes the normal spreadsheet limits, an Excel “data model” 

has to be used.  Through that tool the data can be filtered to discard all the points that are 
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located outside the interest area, and the ones that have a positive water depth (for 

example small islands in the middle of the sea). Finally, the data can be conveniently 

grouped in several water depths intervals to graphically visualize the characteristics of 

the sea. 

 

 
Figure 2. Processes to obtain the Bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea. 

 

The bathymetry information should be subsequently used in combination with the 

Infinite Wind Farm model to estimate the possible energy production in each one of the 

depth intervals, and to discard the zones that are too deep for practical wind power 

applications.  

 

4.2 Infinite Wind Farm Model 

 

Since the objective is a massive utilization of the large area of the Caribbean Sea to 

install wind turbines, the situation can be modeled by using the theory of the Infinite 

Wind Farm. Due to its vast extension, the wind characteristics are not perfectly uniform 

along the entire surface of the Caribbean Sea. This makes difficult to accurately estimate 

what the power production inside it could be. In this scenario, the Infinite Wind Farm-

Boundary Layer (IWFBL) model represents a reasonable simplification that facilitates 

the required calculations.   
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The wind characteristics are usually described using a Weibull distribution, whose 

scale and shape parameters -λ and k respectively- vary depending on the specific 

location and height. The IWFBL model assumes that, for a fixed height, λ and k are 

uniform over the whole studied surface. Thus, a spatially averaged pair of these 

parameters is the main input for the model, and their constant values make possible the 

direct calculation of the AEP and the capacity factor, as it will be seen in the following 

paragraphs.   

 

Other input values for the model are the average latitude of the Caribbean Sea, its 

total area, the separation between the turbines, and their diameter. The last two will be 

introduced as vectors to study how the results are affected by their variations. Following 

the proposal made by Sørensen et al. (2017), the model also assumes that all the turbines 

have the same hub height, and that it is equal to the rotor diameter. 

 

The main idea behind the model is that the farm is so large that it can be treated as if 

it were a roughness surface whose strength is a function of the turbines’ thrust 

coefficient and the separation between them (Sørensen et at, 2017). The notion is that 

this roughness zone will reduce the original undisturbed wind speed in the way described 

by equation 1. Using this mathematical expression it is possible to calculate the wind 

speed inside the farm at hub height, as a fraction of the original geostrophic wind. 

 

 

     (1) 

 

 

In the equation G is the geostrophic wind, f the Coriolis parameter (whose value is 

dependent on the latitude of the Caribbean Sea), h the hub height, κ the von Kármán 

constant equal to 0.4, and z0 the roughness length of the sea surface.  
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The parameter ct is the one accounting for the wind speed reduction caused by the 

turbines; and it is dependent on their thrust coefficient CT, and on the distance between 

them S (see equation number 2). The separation S is dimensionless and measured in 

rotor diameters, and CT is 0.8 assuming that the turbines are operating close to their 

optimum point (Sørensen et at, 2017). It is worth mentioning here that the presence of ct 

constitute the only way in which the IWFBL model accounts for the wake effects inside 

the wind farm. 

 

 (2) 

 

The reduced wind speed (Uh) can subsequently be used to calculate a new Weibull 

distribution describing the wind statistics inside the wind farm. If the undisturbed wind 

features of the Caribbean Sea follow an averaged Weibull distribution f(U; λ, k), the 

wind inside the farm will behave according to a Weibull function f(U; ελ, k), where ε = 

Ūh / Ūh,0 accounts for the change from an undisturbed wind speed Ūh,0 to a wake reduced 

speed Ūh caused by the presence of the farm. 

 

The AEP of a single turbine can then be calculated by convoluting its power curve 

P(u) with the new Weibull distribution, as shown in equation 3. Where Uin and Uout are, 

respectively, the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds. 

 

 

(3) 

 

 

The power curve, in turn, can be expressed by equation 4, where Pr is the rated 

power, Ur the wind speed at which the rated power is reached, and the coefficients α and 

β can be respectively calculated using equations 5 and 6.  
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(4) 

 

 

 

(5) 

 

 

 

(6) 

 

In order to estimate the rated power Pr as a function of the rotor diameter D, the 

equation 7 should be used. In it ρ is the air density, and Cp,rated is the rated power 

coefficient, which is set to 0.5 according to the recommendation made by Sørensen et al 

(2017). 

 

 

(7) 

 

The capacity factor is then calculated as the quotient of the real produced energy 

and the theoretical one if the turbine worked at full power all the time:   

 

(8) 

 

 

The total yield, on the other hand, can be computed multiplying the produced 

energy by the total number of turbines. Equation 9 allows calculating the amount of 
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WTG if a simple uniform grid were used as the topology of the park. The letter A 

represents the total area of the wind farm in square meters. 

 

 

(9) 

 

Finally, the power density can be easily derived from the AEP dividing it by the 

total used area and by the number of hours in a year.  

 

Since one of the objectives is to assess how the AEP vary with different rotor 

diameters and separations between turbines, the entire process described in the equations 

1 to 9 has to be repeated for every combination of diameter and spacing. However, since 

for the model the rotor diameter and the hub height have the same value; it is necessary 

to adjust the mean wind speed to a new height every time a new diameter is used for the 

calculations.  

 

If a logarithmic shear profile is assumed, the increase in the mean wind speed fΔU 

when the height changes from a reference zref to a new value z, is given by equation 10. 

Where z0 is the roughness length and Ūred is the mean wind speed at the reference height. 

 

 

(10) 

 

Consequently, equations 3 and 8 (AEP and fc) can be used for all the required rotor 

diameters (heights) if the Weibull scale parameter λ associated with a specific reference 

height is replaced by λfΔU. 

 

The complete process can be seen on figure 3. For each separation S the diameter D 

is adjusted several times, and for each combination of S and D all the relevant 
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calculations should be done. This approach allows the generation of AEP and power 

density curves in function of the diameter and the separation between the turbines. 

Successively, the cost model will use the calculated capacity factor and AEP to find the 

combination of S and D that minimizes the levelized cost of energy. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Infinite Wind Farm Model process. 
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4.3 Cost Model and Optimization 

 

The utilized cost model follows the guidelines suggested by Sørensen et al (2017) to 

calculate and optimize the LCoE. The involved costs fall into two categories: installation 

costs and operation and maintenance costs. On one hand, the installation costs are 

dependent on the size of the turbines, on the type of foundations, and on the length of the 

cables. On the other hand, the operation and maintenance costs are a function of the 

loads to which the WTGs are subjected. The LCoE can be derived from these two types 

of costs, and subsequently optimized with regard to the rotor diameter and the separation 

between the turbines. 

 

4.3.1 Installation	Costs	
 

The installation costs can be broken down into WTGs costs, foundation costs and 

cables costs. The cost of a wind turbine will be calculated, according to the model used 

by Sørensen et al (2017) and proposed by Nielsen (2015), as CWT = -0.15+0.92PR, where 

PR is the rated power of the machine in MW and CWT is expressed in M€. Since this 

price model refers to the situation in 2003, an inflationary adjustment is needed. In this 

paper the Danish market will be used as a reference for the WTG prices, and it will be 

assumed that these prices follow the general inflation. According to Sørensen et al 

(2017), the inflation in Denmark between 2003 and 2015 was 23% and in this thesis an 

additional 4% will be added to account for the inflation between 2015 and the present 

date (2019). Consequently, the current price of a WTG can be expressed by equation 11. 

 

 (11) 

 

The cost of the foundation depends on its type, and the type to use depends, in turn, 

on the water depth. Monopile foundations are the right choice for very shallow waters up 

to 35m (Sørensen et al, 2017). Beyond that point and up to 50m jacket foundations can 
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be advantageous, and from that point on (and up to 1000m) floating foundations are the 

only alternative left and will be, therefore, assumed (Sørensen et al, 2017; Yichao et al, 

2015).  

 

The cost of a monopile can be calculated as  

 

 

 (12) 

 

Where CFM is in M€, PR is once again the rated power and H the water depth at 

which the foundation is placed. In a similar way, the cost of a jacket foundation can be 

calculated using equation 13.  

 

 

 (13) 
 

 

Since floating foundations are still in development and only pilot projects have been 

built so far, models defining how their costs vary with water depth are very scarce in the 

literature. However, in the case studied by Myhr et al (2014), the capital expenditures for 

floating wind projects using “WindFloat” foundations are found to be 2.05M€ per 

installed MW at a water depth of 200m, if the costs associated with WTGs, cables, and 

their respective installations are disregarded (see “WindFloat” on Fig. 4). This is the 

most expensive of the floating foundations concepts, and will be used in this thesis 

because it represents the worst-case scenario.  
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Figure 4. CAPEX breakdown per MW for different Floating Offshore Wind concepts.  

Source: Myhr et al (2014). 
 

Unfortunately, the breakdown presented on figure 4 does not explain how the values 

would change when moving to deeper or shallower waters. However, James et al (2015) 

estimate that floating wind could be competitive with bottom-fixed wind, in terms of 

LCoE, in water depths beyond 50m. Taking all these considerations into account and 

assuming a quadratic progression similar to the one described by equations 12 and 13, in 

this thesis the following model is proposed to estimate the costs of floating foundations 

as a function of the water depth: 

 

  

(14) 

 

This equation was determined using a spreadsheet to find a quadratic mathematical 

expression that at a depth of 50m crosses the curve described by equation 13, while 

producing a value of 2.05M€ per MW when the depth is 200m. To demonstrate that this 

model fulfills these requirements the Figure 5 presents a comparison between the costs 

of the three types of foundations (equations 12, 13 and 14), showing that they are similar 
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around a water depth of 50m, and that the cost associated to floating foundations is 

indeed 2.05M€ per MW at 200m.  

 

 
Figure 5. Costs per installed MW – Comparison between types of foundations. 

 

The next step is to estimate the costs of the cables needed to interconnect the 

turbines. These costs will be dependent on the total length of the cables. According to 

Sørensen et al (2017) if the layout of the farm is a quadratic grid (as it is assumed in this 

paper) the length of the connection grid for the turbines can be computed as: 

 

(15) 

 

Therefore, the total costs associated to it would be: 

 

(16) 
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Where Cc is the cost of the cables and their installation per running meter. 

 

4.3.2 Operation	and	Maintenance	Costs	
 

The O&M costs are dependent on the mechanical loads the wind turbines 

experience, and on their size. The loads are, in turn, dependent on the wind speed inside 

the farm and, consequently, influenced by the separation between the turbines. Smaller 

spacing will produce higher loads and higher O&M costs. On the other hand, the larger 

the turbines the smaller the costs per installed MW. 

 

If for a reference WTG of a specific size the O&M costs are known, they can be 

extrapolated for other sizes using equation 17 (Sørensen et al, 2017): 

 

(17) 

 

 

Where 𝑓!" 𝑃! 𝑃!,!"#  is the wind turbine size factor, and 𝐶!"!"# the operation and 

maintenance costs for the reference turbine, which has rated power of PR,Ref and operates 

with capacity factor equal to one. Then, fc accounts for the real capacity factor of a 

single turbine on site, and fs(S) introduces the effects of the loads as a function of the 

separation S. This load factor fs(S) can, in turn, be computed as: 

 

 

(18) 

 

 

Where PS,y is the average annual yield of a solitary wind turbine on site (without 

any wake losses), PWF,y is the average annual yield of a wind farm turbine (affected by 

wake losses), and fWF=PWF,y/Pr is the wind farm capacity factor.  
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In order to calculate the wind turbine size factor equations 19 and 20 can be used. 

They model the increment and reduction of the O&M costs based on the relative 

increment or reduction of the turbine’s size when compared to the reference turbine. 

 

 

(19) 

 

 

 

 

 

(20) 

 

 

 

4.3.3 Levelized	Cost	of	Energy		
 

The model assumes that the installation and O&M costs calculated so far represent 

the 75% of the total LCoE, while the rest of the electrical infrastructure, such as onshore 

and offshore substations and main land connection cables, generates the remaining 25% 

of it, as stated by Mahulja (2015). It is also assumed that this type of costs is independent 

on the farm layout and the interspacing S.  

 

Due to the fact the O&M costs span along the entire lifetime of the farm, and in 

order to avoid the calculation of net present values, the model also assumes that O&M 

costs follow the inflation in general, as suggested by Larsen (2009). Taking into account 

all these assumptions the levelized cost of energy can be finally calculated as shown in 

equation 21, where 𝛾, δ, and φ are, respectively, the fractions of wind turbines standing 
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on monopoles, jackets, and floating foundations, 𝑁! is the lifespan of the farm in years, 

and AEP is the annual energy production of a single wind farm turbine. This equation 

can be iteratively computed using different combinations of spacing S and rotor diameter 

D, to find the combination that produces the smallest result. 

 

 

 

(21) 
 
 

 

All the processes and calculations described here were implemented in Matlab. The 

complete code can be seen in appendixes A, B and C. Next chapter will explain how this 

code was run in different conditions and with different parameters in order to produce 

the desired outcomes depicted on figure 1.  
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5 RESULTS  
 

In the following, the parameters inherent to the Caribbean Sea and the specific 

values that were used for the calculations will be described, and the relevant results will 

be presented in three different sections. Firstly, the bathymetry data will be shown, then 

the outcomes related to the energy production will be plotted as curves in function of the 

separation and the rotor diameter, and finally the results of the cost analysis will be 

discussed. As part of the whole process, the possible annual energy production (AEP) 

was compared with the forecasted energy demand of LAC by 2020 (1900 TWh/year), to 

determine if it could be completely satisfied with the available wind resources, and what 

the required area and number of turbines would be.  

 

5.1 Bathymetry results  

 

In order to obtain the bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea the procedure described in 

Figure 6 was applied. Figure 6a presents the area contained in the original GEBCO data 

Set, and figure 6b the selected area after the data processing and filtering. The data 

points with a positive water depth (island and sectors of the main land) were disregarded 

for the further steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              (a)                                                                            (b) 
Figure 6. Areas covered by the dataset. 

(a) Original GEBCO dataset. (b) Area after data processing and filtering 
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The results after the first data classification are presented in figure number 7. Here 

the data points were separated into water depth intervals of 200m.  

 

 
Figure 7. Bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea – First Result. 

 

In order to assess how much area could be exploited using specific kinds of 

foundations a new data separation was done. This time the objective was to present 

explicitly the intervals of 0-35m, 35m-50m, and 50m-1000m which could be leveraged 

by using monopile, jacket and floating foundations, respectively. The results of this 

second approach can be seen on figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Bathymetry of the Caribbean Sea – Alternative data separation. 

 

It results evident that the Caribbean is a very profound sea. 77.5% of its waters are 

deeper than 1km and are simply not usable for wind power applications. The remaining 

22.5% could be exploited using mostly floating foundations (13,6%), followed by 

monopiles (8.2%). Only 0.7% of the area could be used by installing jacket foundations. 

Since the total area of the Caribbean Sea is 2753000 km2 (Britannica Academic, 2019), 

only 619425 km2 of it could actually be used to generate power from the wind. 

 

If the portion of the sea that is deeper than 1000m is discarded a new and more 

granular bathymetry can be done, exclusively for the exploitable regions. In that case the 

total area is taken as 619425 km2 and the results are presented in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Bathymetry of the exploitable portion of the Caribbean Sea. 

 

5.2 Outcomes related to the possible Annual Energy Production 

 

In order to calculate the possible annual energy production and the required area 

and number of turbines to satisfy the power demand of LAC, the relevant parameters had 

to be fed into the model. As seen on figure 1, these parameters include the bathymetry 

and latitude of the Caribbean, the region’s electricity demand, and the Weibull 

distribution parameters. 

 

The bathymetry used was the one shown on figure 9, acknowledging that floating 

foundations cannot be installed beyond 1000m depth, and that consequently only 619425 

km2 of the Caribbean Sea could be utilized. 
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Regarding the Weibull parameters, the data provided by Chadee et al (2013) was 

used. According to their study at 10m height the annual Weibull shape factor (k) has a 

value that varies between 2 in the north of the sea and 5 in the south. The same source 

states that the annual Weibull scale parameter (λ) varies from 6 to 11m/s depending on 

the specific sub-region in the Caribbean. Taking into account that the IWFBL model 

requires fixed values for λ and k, for this study it was assumed that k was equal to 3 and 

λ equal to 8m/s, which are intermediate values within the mentioned intervals. 

 

In relation to the electricity demand in LAC, Balza et al (2016) report a 

consumption of 1553 TWh/year in 2013, and a forecasted demand of 2970 TWh/year in 

2040. Based on that information, and assuming an exponential growth, this thesis used 

1900 TWh/year as the value for LAC’s electricity consumption in 2020. 

 

Another required input parameter is the geostrophic wind speed. This value depends 

on the height of the troposphere, the temperature, and the latitude. However, for the 

objectives of the present academic work, the value given by Jordan (1953) was used. In 

his paper this author reported 10m/s at a latitude of 19ºN. 

 

As stated in chapter 3, the rotor diameter and the separation between turbines must 

be introduced to the model as vectors formed by several values. Rotors of 100m, 150m, 

200m, and 250m were studied. Besides, the separation was treated as a dimensionless 

parameter expressed in number of rotor diameters, and with values between 4 and 11. 

All the results connected with the possible annual energy production are, in general, 

functions of these diameters and the separations. Consequently, in the following graphs 

the obtained results are presented as curves dependent on these two parameters. 

 

The first step was to transform each one of the rotor diameters into a generator rated 

power, and subsequently, into its corresponding power curve. This was achieved by 
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using equations 4 to 7. The results are presented in Figure 10, where rotor diameters of 

100m, 150m, 200m, and 250m resulted in rated powers of 3.2MW, 7.3MW, 13MW, and 

20MW, respectively. 

 
Figure 10. Power curves corresponding to each rotor diameter. 

 

Utilizing these power curves, and once the reduced wind speed inside the wind farm 

and the adjusted Weibull distribution had been computed, it was possible to calculate the 

potential Annual Energy Production for different combinations of rotor diameter and 

separation. These results are plotted on Figure 11, and represent the possible energy 

production if all the usable area of the Caribbean Sea (619425 km2) were exploited 

during a year.   
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Figure 11. Possible AEP utilizing all the available area. 

 

As expected, it can be seen that the larger the used turbines (and the higher their hub 

is) the greater the energy production. This is due to the fact that the wind resource 

improves when the height increases, but also due to the bigger generator associated with 

larger rotor diameters. 

 

In relation with the spacing, it can be said that the closer the turbines are, the more 

of them will fit into the available area, and the higher the total energy production will be. 

However, there must be a point in which the yield is reduced due to increased wake 

effects. To demonstrate this, the results on Figure 11 were extended to cover separations 

smaller than 4D. The outcome of this approach is shown on Figure 12, where it is 

evident that, depending on the turbines size, the annual energy production will begin to 

decrease when the separation is between 3D and 2D.  
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Figure 12. Possible AEP utilizing all the available area - Extended. 

 

Then, from this graph it can be concluded that reducing the space between the 

turbines produces two simultaneous but opposite effects: on one hand when the turbines 

are closer higher wake affects occur diminishing the total energy production but, at the 

same time, more turbines can be placed into the available area increasing the yield. The 

superposition of these two phenomena produces the results displayed.  

 

It can also be stated that the maximum AEP production would be achieved by using 

the largest turbines (250m) with a separation of 2D between them. In such a case the 

energy production would be 16210 TWh/year. Nevertheless, it is important to remember 

here that in real wind farm projects the separation between the turbines is typically set to 

be between 3D and 10D depending on the specific site conditions, and that this 2D 

scenario my not be realizable in real life.  
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The AEP results presented on figures 11 and 12 were used to calculate the power 

density, simply dividing the energy by the total usable area in the Caribbean Sea and by 

the total number of hours in a year. On the other hand, the capacity factor was computed 

using equation 8. These results are presented on figures 13 and 14, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 13. Power Density. 
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Figure 14. Capacity Factor. 

 

At this point the AEP results were combined with the bathymetry information. This 

made possible to estimate how much of the total energy yield could be produced in each 

one of the water depth intervals. Figures 15 and 16 are an example of this for a rotor 

diameter of 250m and a separation of 2D, which is the scenario that leads to the highest 

production. It is remarkable that almost 34% of the total yield could be achieved using 

waters shallower than 25m. This corresponds roughly to 5510 TWh/year, which would 

be enough to cover almost three times the energy demand in LAC by 2020. 
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Figure 15. Possible AEP in each water depth interval. 

 

 
Figure 16. Accumulated Annual Energy Production. 
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As established in chapter 3, one of the main goals of the model was to assess how 

much area, and how many wind turbines would be needed to fulfill the energy demand 

of LAC. To achieve this the code was run to match the energy production with the value 

of 1900 TWh/year. This was done for each combination of rotor diameter and spacing, 

calculating in each case the necessary number of turbines and the required area. The 

results are presented on figures 17 and 18.  

 

It is possible to see that, to satisfy the demand, more turbines are needed when they 

are installed closer to each other. This is due to the wake effects reducing the production. 

On the other hand, the required area is larger when increasing the separation between the 

turbines, which is, of course, because more space is needed to fit the same amount of 

turbines if they are further apart.  

 

It is also clear that for the chosen range of rotor sizes and separations, the required 

area spans from 86150 to 314300 km2, which is roughly a half of the exploitable area 

(619425 km2). If, for instance, turbines with rotors of 250m with a separation of 6.5D 

between them were used, only 125000 km2 would be needed to satisfy the energy 

demand of LAC by 2020. This would correspond to 1/5 of the exploitable area, and 

could be achieved using waters shallower than 25m, thus using only conventional 

monopiles. 
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Figure 17. Number of Turbines required to achieve the Energy Demand in LAC. 

 

 
Figure 18. Required Area to achieve the Energy Demand in LAC. 
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5.3 Levelized Cost of Energy 

 

As stated in section 3.3 the cost model requires some of the results produced by 

IWFM model (AEP and capacity factor), plus some additional parameters as the 

specifications of a reference wind turbine, the cost of the cables, and the timespan of the 

wind farm. For all the required calculations the reference wind turbine was chosen to be 

as the one described by Chaviaropoulos et al (2014): a rated power of 5MW with O&M 

costs of 30.25 €/MWh. The cost of the cables, on the other hand, was set to 675€ per 

running meter, as suggested by Sørensen et al (2017), and it was decided that the lifetime 

of the wind farm would be 20 years. 

 

A first approach was to keep a fixed rotor diameter to study how the levelized cost 

of energy varies with water depth. A second one was to maintain the separation between 

the turbines constant while varying the water depth and the diameter. The results are 

shown on figures 19 and 20 respectively, where within the band from 50m to 300m 

depth the LCoE varies between 53 and 238 €/MWh, depending on the specific diameter 

and separation. In the literature values between 82 and 236.7 €/MWh are reported for 

floating offshore wind (Castro-Santos et al, 2016; Ebenhoch et al, 2015; Maples et al, 

2013). Consequently, the results obtained here are reasonably in accordance to what has 

been found in previous researches. 
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Figure 19. Levelized cost of energy vs water depth. Fixed Diameter – D=250m 

 

 
Figure 20. Levelized cost of energy vs water depth. Fixed Separation – S=8D 
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On the graphs it can be seen that the deeper the waters the higher the LCoE. This is 

due to more expensive foundations when moving to deeper waters. It is noticeable that 

the gradient changes beyond 50m, which is caused by the use of floating foundations 

that are anchored to the bottom thus using less material. On the other hand, the use of 

larger rotor diameters reduces the LCoE because the production is greater when the hub 

is located higher (the rotor diameter is equal to the hub height) and when the generator is 

bigger. Increasing the spacing between the turbines also improves the LCoE because the 

loads are reduced when the turbines are further apart, and this diminishes the costs 

associated to the operation and maintenance of the park. 

 

The levelized cost of energy can also be calculated at the point in which the energy 

production matches the demand. The results produced by following this method are 

shown on figure 21, in which the LCoE is plotted as function of the diameter and the 

spacing.  

 
Figure 21. Levelized cost of energy to satisfy the power demand in LAC. 
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As expected, the levelized cost of energy decreases when using bigger turbines, and 

varies with the spacing increasing when it is small, due to the stronger wake effects (that 

leads to a smaller production and increased O&M cost), and increasing also when the 

spacing is too long because the costs of the cables become too high. This behavior 

produces an optimum point in which the LCoE reaches a minimum value. In this case, 

this point is achieved when the turbines have a rotor diameter of 250m and have a 

separation of 11D. In such a case the LCoE would be 52.35 €/MWh.  

 

So far the results concerning the possible AEP, and the area and number of turbines 

required to satisfy the energy demand in the region have been presented. At this point it 

is useful to study how much these results vary when the input parameters are different 

from what has been chosen here. This will be the emphasis of the next chapter. 
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6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 

The results obtained are likely to change if the input parameters are changed. 

Studying how much they would be affected can give some insight into how robust the 

mathematical model is, and what to expect if the conditions on site are different from 

what has been expound along this paper. With this objective, this section will present a 

sensitivity analysis, in which some of the most relevant values at the entrance of the 

model will be slightly changed and the corresponding effects on the output will be 

assessed. 

 

Firstly, it is important to identify what the parameters producing the strongest 

effects on the results might be. The calculation of the reduced wind speed inside the 

wind farm (equation 1) can be considered as the heart of the IWFBL model. If this speed 

varies, the annual energy production would be different, and also all the other variables 

that are linked to the AEP, such as the capacity factor, the required area and number of 

turbines, and the levelized cost of energy. When looking at equation 1, it is evident that 

the reduced wind speed is computed as a fraction of the geostrophic wind speed. Thus, 

the value of this parameter must have a high influence on the results.  

 

Other variables involved in the calculation are the roughness length of the sea 

surface (z0) and the thrust coefficient (CT), which in this work have had constant values 

of 0.001 and 0.8 respectively. According to the literature (Lange et al, 2002; Drennan et 

al, 2005), there are several models to estimate the value of the roughness length of the 

sea, and they could lead to slightly different values. Consequently, it could be interesting 

to study the effect that changing this parameter could produce. Regarding CT, the value 

of 0.8 has been chosen under the assumption that all the turbines are operating close 

their optimum point, but that may not be the case in reality. Therefore, smaller values of 

this variable should also be considered.  
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That being said, the next sub-sections will assess the deviations produced by the 

variations of the geostrophic wind, the roughness length of the sea surface, and the thrust 

coefficient. Each one of these three variables will be adjusted within a band of ±20% of 

their original value, keeping all the remaining parameters constant as they were 

described in chapter 3, and setting the rotor diameter to 250m in order to limit the 

number of variables. The corresponding effects will be measured on the area required to 

satisfy the energy demand, and on the LCoE. 

 

6.1 Variations of the Geostrophic Wind 

 

Figures 22 and 23 present the results when varying the geostrophic wind. It is 

possible to observe that a variation of 20% in the value of the geostrophic wind produces 

a deviation of about 75% in the area required to satisfy the energy demand. At a 

separation of 6.5D, for example, the area increases from 125000km2 to 220000km2 when 

the geostrophic wind changes from 10m/s to 8m/s.  

 

Regarding the levelized cost of energy it is evident that it increases when the 

geostrophic wind is reduced. This is because the speed inside the farm decreases 

affecting the total production, and consequently, the costs per produced MW. When 

G=10m/s, for example, the minimum LCoE is found to be 52.35 €/MWh, as it was stated 

in last chapter, but it almost doubles when the geostrophic wind is reduced to 8m/s, 

reaching a value of 112.1 €/MWh. 
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Figure 22. Effects of the variations of the geostrophic wind on the required area. 

 

 
Figure 23. Effects of the variations of the geostrophic wind on the LCoE. 
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6.2 Variations of the Roughness Length of the Sea Surface 

 

In general, when compared to the effects caused by the changes in the geostrophic 

wind, the variations of the roughness length of the sea produce only minor impacts. 

However, it is remarkable that the resulting deviations are larger when the separation 

between the turbines is incremented. At S=11D, for example, the required area to satisfy 

the demand increases from 240624 km2 to 241393 km2 when z0 varies from 0.001m, to 

0.0012m. This represents a difference of 0.32%. In contrast, the same variation of z0 at a 

separation of S=4D produces a deviation of only 0.11% (Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24. Effects of the roughness length of the sea surface on the required Area. 
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The same behavior is observed when studying the effects on the LCoE (figure 25). 

The deviations grow with the interspacing, but again the consequences are, in general, 

very small, with the LCoE ranging only between 56.68 and 57.02 €/MWh in the studied 

z0 interval. 

 

 
Figure 25. Effects of the roughness length of the sea surface on the LCoE. 

 

6.3 Variations of the Thrust Coefficient 

 

When observing equations 1 and 2 it is evident that a smaller thrust coefficient 

should lead to a greater wind speed inside the wind farm and, consequently, to a larger 

yield. This is confirmed by the results presented on figures 26 and 27, where the required 

area and the LCoE become smaller when CT is reduced, which is caused by the increased 

energy production.  
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If the physic behaviour is taken into account these results seem to be odd. In 

principle a higher CT should increase the capacity factor of the turbines and lead to a 

higher production. One explanation here could be that this increased CT also creates 

more turbulence behind the turbines and, consequently, a stronger wake decay for all the 

other turbines downstream, ultimately causing a total yield reduction. However, it is 

plausible that the simplifications and assumptions made by the IWFBL model are 

playing a role here, leading to this somehow counterintuitive outcome.  

 

 

 
Figure 26. Effects of the variations of the thrust coefficient on the Area. 
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Figure 27. Effects of the variations of the thrust coefficient on the LCoE. 

 

In any case, it can be said that the effects of the variations of CT are stronger than 

the ones produced when modifying z0. However, after comparing figures 22 and 23 with 

figures 26 and 27 it is palpable that, among the studied parameters, the geostrophic wind 

is the one producing the strongest effects on the results.  

 

This sensitivity of the model to the geostrophic wind variations should be handled 

carefully, especially in the equatorial areas like the Caribbean Sea. Some sources have 

described the error that arises in low latitudes when the geostrophic wind approximation 

is compared to the real wind speed on site (Ecured, 2019). This occurs because the 

Coriolis parameter becomes null on the equator line.   
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7 LIMITATIONS  
 

The utilized methodology, and therefore, the results obtained in this study are 

subject to some inherent limitations. In general, the scope of the study has been very 

broad with the overall goal of getting a first insight into the potential of a massive 

exploitation of wind power in the Caribbean Sea. Since the region under study is very 

large and has heterogeneous wind resources, and since the possibilities regarding 

technologies, and development approaches are numerous, several assumptions were 

made along the process.  

 

The calculations related to the Infinite Wind Farm model, for example, work under 

the supposition that the studied area has uniform and constant Weibull parameters. This 

is of course not the case in reality and when developing a real wind power project the 

wind resource should be assessed and characterized directly on site, in order to estimate 

the possible annual energy production accurately. 

 

Additionally, several constrains were found when trying to model the CAPEX for 

the necessary floating foundations. Firstly, each one of the floaters concepts is associated 

with specific capital expenditures. In this study, the most expensive type (WindFloat) 

was assumed; therefore, the resulting LCoE could be smaller if other types of floating 

foundations were used. These CAPEX differences were completely disregarded in this 

thesis. Furthermore, since floating wind is still an emerging technology and large-scale 

projects using it have not been built so far, it was not possible to find a mathematical 

model describing how its costs change in function of the water depth. In this study a 

simple model was built using some specific values described in the literature. 

 

It is also important to mention that according to some sources the CAPEX 

breakdown is different for fixed-bottom foundations and for floating foundations (James 
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et al, 2015). The contributions of turbines, foundations, mooring systems, and 

installation expenses to the total CAPEX are not equal in both cases. These differences 

were not taken into account here, and were not included in the calculation of the LCoE. 

 

Additionally, displacements (transportation) costs were not taken into account when 

calculating the total O&M costs. The effects that the separation between the turbines 

produces on the loads, and consequently on the O&M costs, were the focus on this 

study. However, it is likely that the O&M costs also increase with the separation due to 

longer transportation expenses when maintaining the turbines. For simplicity, this effect 

was completely disregarded here. 

 

Finally, as described in the last chapter, the value of the geostrophic wind has a 

strong influence on the results. This behavior could lead, in general, to large deviations 

between the outcome of the mathematical model and the real situation on site, especially 

if the area under study is close to the equator (like in this study), where the difference 

between the theoretical geostrophic wind and the real wind speed on site could be large. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

This study has explored the possibilities of a massive use of the Caribbean Sea for 

Offshore Wind Power applications. The meteorological model used was the Infinite 

Wind Farm, which constitute a reasonable simplification that facilitates all the involved 

calculations. This meteorological model was combined with the bathymetry of the sea 

and with a simple cost analysis to assess what the energy production could be, if it would 

be enough to satisfy the energy demand of Latin America and the Caribbean by 2020, 

and what would be the resulting levelized cost of energy. From this approach the 

following conclusions can be outlined: 

  

• Only 619425 km2 of the Caribbean Sea -22.5% of its total surface- could be used for 

wind power applications. The rest of it is deeper than 1km, and consequently, 

beyond the capabilities of the current floating foundations technologies. According 

to the bathymetry data, roughly 210604 km2 of the sea have a water depth between 0 

and 25m, which makes them exploitable utilizing conventional monopiles. 

 

• If the entire exploitable area (619425 km2) were used, it would be possible to 

produce a maximum of 16210 TWh/year by using a rotor diameter of 250m and a 

separation of 2D. With the same combination of parameters, 5510 TWh/year could 

be produced in waters shallower than 25m, which would be enough to cover almost 

three times the energy needs of LAC by 2020.  

 

• For the main set of rotor diameters (100, 150, 200 and 250m), and separations (4D 

to 11D) studied here, the required area to satisfy the energy demand in LAC ranges 

from 86150 to 314300 km2. If the turbines were separated 6.5D from one another 
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and if they had a rotor diameter of 250m, only 125000 km2 would be needed to 

fulfill the annual energy demand. 

 

• In order to achieve the minimum levelized cost of energy while satisfying the 

energy demand of the region; turbines of 250m separated 11D should be used. With 

that combination the LCoE would be 52.35 €/MWh, and the required area 240620 

km2.  

 

• The results generated by the Infinite Wind Farm model are particularly sensitive to 

the value of the geostrophic wind. Small variations of it could lead to considerably 

different outcomes. It was found here that for the Caribbean Sea the minimum 

LCoE could range between 35.67 €/MWh and 112.12 €/MWh if the geostrophic 

wind is shifted from 8 m/s to 12m/s.  
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10 APPENDIX A. MAIN CODE  
 
 
% --------------- MAIN using the Caribbean Sea parameters --------------- 
 
clear 
clc 
 
% ===================== Overall global parameters ===================== 
Bathymetry=[33.91,5.68,4.32,3.09,2.64,2.4,2.19,2.19,1.83,1.52,1.42,1.35,1.33,1.30,1.35,1.45,1.5,1.44,1.49,1.52,1.5,1.4,1.33,1.35,1.29,1.18,1.17,1.11,1.1,1.07,1.21,1.29,1.29,1.2,
1.25,1.26,1.28,1.47,1.57,1.79;25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250,275,300,325,350,375,400,425,450,475,500,525,550,575,600,625,650,675,700,725,750,775,800,825,850,87
5,900,925,950,975,1000]; 
%S=[1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11];     % -Extended- Distance between turbines in turbine Diameters 
S=[4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11];     % Distance between turbines in turbine Diameters (To use in mode 1) 
%S=[4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 15.5 16 16.5 17 17.5 18];     % Distance between turbines in turbine Diameters 
D=[100,150,200,250];                                    % Rotor diameters 
Area=619425000000;                                      % Total Area of the Caribbean sea (m^2) 
lat=16;                                                 % Average latitute of the Sea (Caribbean: 16 North: 55)  
jens=exp(4);                                            % Jens correction (North:exp(4), Caribbean: ?) 
Edem=1921E12;                                           % Annual energy demand (wh/year) [1921TWh/year] 
G=10; 
z0=0.001;                                               % m Surface roughness of the the sea surface (What should be its value?) 
CT=0.8;                                                 % Rotor thrust coefficient (What should be its value?) 
A=8;                                                    % original Scale parameter (lambda) [m/s] 
B=3;                                                    % original Shape parameter (K) 
A_flag=1;                                               % Enables the calculation of the required area 
P_flag=0;                                               % Enables the plotting of the results 
Bat_flag=[4 1];                                         % Establishes what D and S should be used to calculate the AEP per water depth 
% ===================================================================== 
 
 
[NT,NT1,Pr,PDensity,AEP,AEP_I,fc,Area_Req]=f_IWFBL_V2(S,D,Area,lat,jens,G,z0,CT,A,B,Edem,Bathymetry,Bat_flag,A_flag,P_flag); 
 
 
% NT        --> Number of turbines fitting in the total available area (--) 
% NT1       --> Number of turbines to satisfy the power demand (--) 
% Pr        --> Rated power of the turbines (w) 
% PDensity  --> Power Density (w/m^2) 
% AEP       --> Annual Energy Prod. of a single wind farm turbine with wake effects (wh/year) 
% AEP_I     --> Annual Energy Prod. of a "solitary" WTG [without reduced speed Uh]  (wh/year) 
% fc        --> Capacity Factor (--) 
 
Mode=2;                                                % Type of calculation to be done. 1: Fixed Diameter, 2: Fixed Spacing, 3: LCoE to fulfill the power demand 
Bat_flag=[4 9];                                        % It will be used here to establish what D or S should be used for the fixed parameter modes 
[LCoE,Cfm,Cfj]=f_Costs_V10(S,D,Pr,NT,NT1,AEP,AEP_I,Bathymetry,Edem,Area_Req,Area,Mode,Bat_flag); 
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11 APPENDIX B. IWFBL CODE 
 
 
function [NT,NT1,Pr,PDensity,AEP,AEP_I,fc,Area_Req]=f_IWFBL_Sensi_V3(S,D,Area,lat,jens,G,z0,CT,A,B,Edem,Bathymetry,Bat_flag,A_flag,P_flag) 
 
% **** Pending heigth conversion!! 
 
% ----------------------- Auxiliar variables -------------------------- 
color_v=['b','r','m','k','g','y']; 
%estilo=['b','b','b','b','b','b','b','b','b','b','b',':b',':b',':b',':b';'r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r','r:','r--o']; 
h=D;                                    % Heights vector (Hub heigth = rotor diameter) 
acum_AEP=zeros(1,length(Bathymetry));% Auxiliar vector to store the accumulated energy production as function of the water depth. 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
% -------------------------- WTG Power Curve  ------------------------ 
Ur=11;                           % Turbines rated Speed 11m/s 
Uin=3;                           % OJO Speed in which the WTG begins to produce 2m/s (What should be its real value?) 
Uout=25;                         % OJO Speed in which the WTG stops producing 25m/s (What should be its real value?) 
Cpr=0.5;                         % Rated Power Coefficient   
ro=1.225;                        % Air density (Kg/m^3) At 101.325 kPa (abs) and 15C 
Pr=zeros(1,length(D));           % Rated Power (w) 
 
 
    % --------- Lets plot all the Power Curves (for all diameters) --------- 
    speed=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34];   %Speed Vector 
    Pcurve=zeros(length(D),length(speed)); %One row per diameter  
 
    for i=1:1:length(D)                                 % For each rotor diameter   
         
        Pr(i)=(1/8)*(ro)*(pi)*(D(i)^2)*(Ur^3)*(Cpr); % Rated power asociated to each one of the rotor diameters (Watts) 
        alfa=Pr(i)/(Ur^3-Uin^3); 
        beta=Pr(i)/(Ur^3-Uin^3);  
        
        for j=1:1:length(speed)    
            if speed(j) < Uin 
                Pcurve(i,j)=0; 
            else 
                if (speed(j)>=Uin)&&(speed(j)<Ur) 
                    Pcurve(i,j)=alfa*(speed(j)^3)+beta;  
                else 
                    if (speed(j)>=Ur)&&(speed(j)<Uout) 
                        Pcurve(i,j)=Pr(i);               % Rated Power depending on the diameter 
                    end 
                end 
            end    
         end 
         
         if P_flag==1 
            %One power curve per diameter 
     
            plot(speed,Pcurve(i,:),strcat(color_v(i),'')) 
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');  
            axis tight 
            hold on 
            grid on 
         
         
            legend(labels_v) 
            xlabel('Wind Speed (m/s)') 
            ylabel('Power (W)') 
            title('Power Curves') 
        end 
    end     
    % ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
%----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
% ------------------------------ AEP  -------------------------------- 
Vel_E=1670;                             % rotational speed of earth at equator (1670 Km/h) 
Vel_Es=Vel_E*(1000/3600);               % rotational speed of earth at equator  (m/s) 
Radio_E=6371000;                        % earth radius (m) 
omega=Vel_Es/Radio_E;                   % rotational speed of earth at equator (rad/s) 
fi=lat*(pi/180);                        % lat=average latitute of the Sea 
f=2*omega*sin(fi);                      % Coriolis Parameter 
f=f*jens;                               % Jens correction 
K=0.4;                                  % Von Karman constant (Should it have another value?) 
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Weibull_orig=8760*wblpdf(speed,A,B);    % original "undisturbed" Weibull distribution 
Uh=zeros(length(D),length(S));          % Decelerated Wind Speed (one row j per heigth (Diameter) - One Column i per S) 
NT=zeros(length(D),length(S));          % Number of turbines that fit in the area 
NT1=zeros(length(D),length(S));         % Number of turbines required to satisfy the power demand 
Area_Req=zeros(length(D),length(S));    % Area required to satisfy the power demand (m2) 
AEP=zeros(length(D),length(S));         % Annual Energy Prod. of a single wind farm turbine with wake effects (wh/year) 
AEP_I=zeros(length(D),length(S));       % AEP of a "solitary" WTG [without reduced speed Uh] (wh/year) 
AEP_T=zeros(length(D),length(S));       % Total AEP of the wind farm with wake effects (wh/year) 
%ct=zeros(length(S));                   % Influence from the presence of the WTG on the wind deceleration 
%Weibull=zeros(1,length(speed));        % Weibull distribution to calculate AEP 
PDensity=zeros(length(D),length(S));    % Power Density (w/m^2) 
fc=zeros(length(D),length(S));          % Capacity factor 
 
%figure; 
 
for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows 
    %fdeltaU=log(h(i)/z0)/log(100/z0);  
    %Uavg=A*fdeltaU*gamma(1+1/B);                                % media of the weibull distribution 
     
    for j=1:1:length(S)     % Space Sweep (S)    Columns 
         
        ct=(pi*CT)/(8*(S(j)^2)); 
        Uh(i,j)=G/(1+log(G/(f*h(i)))*(((ct+(K/log(h(i)/z0))^2)^(0.5))/K));  %Speed in the wind farm (m/s)         
        Uavg=A*gamma(1+1/B); 
        Epsilon=Uh(i,j)/Uavg;    %Epsilon=Uh/Uavg;      % Is this right?? Should it be the average of Uh on the numerator? (one row j per heigth (Diameter) - One Column i per S) 
         
        Weibull=8760*wblpdf(speed,Epsilon*A,B);         
        AEP(i,j)=mtimes(Weibull,Pcurve(i,:)');          % AEP of a single WTG in the farm with wake affects  (wh/year) 
        AEP_I(i,j)=mtimes(Weibull_orig,Pcurve(i,:)');   % AEP of a "solitary" WTG [without reduced speed Uh] (wh/year) 
         
        NT(i,j)=(((Area^(0.5))/(S(j)*D(i)))+1)^2;       % Number of turbines in the total area 
        AEP_T(i,j)=NT(i,j)*AEP(i,j);                    % Total Energy Production (wh/year) 
        PDensity(i,j)=AEP_T(i,j)/(8760*Area);           % Power Density (w/m^2) 
        fc(i,j)=AEP(i,j)/(Pr(i)*8760);                  % Capacity Factor 
        Verificar(i,j)=trapz(speed,Weibull); 
         
        %color=estilo(i,j); 
        %plot(speed,Weibull,color) 
        %axis tight 
        %hold on  
         
        if A_flag==1                                    % If "enabled", the required area to satisfy the demand should be calculated 
            NT1(i,j)=Edem/AEP(i,j);                     % Number of turbines that are needed to satisfy the demand under the assessed conditions 
            Area_Req(i,j)=(((NT1(i,j)^0.5)-1)*S(j)*D(i))^2;     % Required Area (m^2) 
        end 
         
        if (Bat_flag(1)==i) && (Bat_flag(2)==j)         % D and S 
            Bathymetry(1,:)=(AEP_T(i,j)/1E12)*Bathymetry(1,:);    % (TWh/year) 
        end 
      
    end     
       
end 
 
 
%grid on   
%plot(speed,Weibull_orig,'k')  
%xlabel('Speed (m/s)') 
%ylabel('Hours in a year') 
%title('Modified Weibull Distribution') 
%legend('h = 100m','h = 150m','Original at h = 100m') 
 
 
 
 
if P_flag==1 
     
    % --- Let's plot everything --- 
    figure; % Power Density 
        hold on 
        for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows         
            plot(S,PDensity(i,:),strcat(color_v(i),'-o'))      
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');    
        end 
        legend(labels_v) 
        xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
        ylabel('Power Density (W/m2)') 
        title('Power Density') 
        grid on 
     
     
    figure; % Capacity Factor 
        hold on 
        for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows         
            plot(S,fc(i,:),strcat(color_v(i),'-o'))      
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');    
        end 
        legend(labels_v) 
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        xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
        ylabel('Capacity Factor (-)') 
        title('Capacity Factor') 
        grid on 
         
     
    figure; % Total AEP 
        hold on 
        for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows         
            plot(S,AEP_T(i,:)/1E12,strcat(color_v(i),'-o'))  % Total Energy Production (Twh/year)      
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');    
        end 
        legend(labels_v) 
        xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
        ylabel('Total AEP (TWh/year)') 
        title('Total AEP') 
        grid on 
     
     
    if A_flag==1                    % If Enabled the required area to satisfy the demand should be plotted 
    figure; % Required Area 
        hold on 
        for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows         
            plot(S,Area_Req(i,:)/1000000,strcat(color_v(i),'-o'))  % Required Area (km2)      
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');    
        end 
        legend(labels_v) 
        xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
        ylabel('Area (Km^2)') 
        title('Area required to achieve power demand') 
        grid on 
 
 
    figure; % Required number of turbines 
        hold on 
        for i=1:1:length(h)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows         
            plot(S,NT1(i,:),strcat(color_v(i),'-o'))  % Required number of turbines      
            labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(i)),'m');    
        end 
        legend(labels_v) 
        xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
        ylabel('Number of turbines (-)') 
        title('Number of turbines to achieve power demand') 
        grid on 
    end 
 
 
    if (Bat_flag(1)~=0) && (Bat_flag(2)~=0) 
    figure; % Energy production per water depth 
        hold on 
        bar(Bathymetry(2,:),Bathymetry(1,:),0.8)  % At this Bathymetry(1,:) contains the AEP for the specific D and S that were chosen.     
        labels_v{1}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(Bat_flag(1))),'m and S = ',num2str(S(Bat_flag(2))),'D' ); % D and S   
        legend(labels_v{1}) 
        xlabel('Water depth (m)') 
        ylabel('Energy Production (TWh/year)') 
        title('Annual Energy Production') 
        grid on 
     
        for n=1:1:length(Bathymetry)         % Cumulative energy production 
            if n == 1 
                acum_AEP(n)=Bathymetry(1,n); 
            else 
                acum_AEP(n)=acum_AEP(n-1)+Bathymetry(1,n); 
            end 
        end 
     
    figure; % Cumulative energy production 
        hold on 
        bar(Bathymetry(2,:),acum_AEP,0.8)  % Required number of turbines      
        labels_v{1}=strcat('D = ',num2str(h(Bat_flag(1))),'m and S = ',num2str(S(Bat_flag(2))),'D' ); % D and S   
        legend(labels_v{1}) 
        xlabel('Water depth (m)') 
        ylabel('Acc. Production (TWh/year)') 
        title('Accumulated Annual Energy Production') 
        grid on 
    end 
    % -----------------------------   
end 
 
end 
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12 APPENDIX C. COST MODEL CODE 
 
 
function [LCoE,Cfm,Cfj]=f_Costs_V10(S,D,Pr,NT,NT1,AEP,AEP_I,Bathymetry,Edem,Area_Req,Area,Mode,Bat_flag) 
 
% ****************************************************************** 
% Cost Model V9 
% CONCEPTUALLY - Calculation using the total production distributed in  
% each water depth interval. 
% Corrected values for the WTG of reference (The paper was downloaded) 
% Second attempt to include the floating foundations costs (Cuadratic) 
% ****************************************************************** 
 
 
% ----------------------- Inputs from the IWFBL ----------------------- 
% Pr     --> Rated Power (MW) - This will change with the D cycle 
% S      --> Distance between turbines in turbine Diameters 
% D      --> Diameter 
% NT     --> Number of turbines fitting the total area 
% AEP    --> Annual energy production of a single WTG in the farm 
% AEP_I  --> Ideal Annual energy production of a "solitary" WTG (without reduced speed Uh)  
% Area   --> Total Area (should this be replaced by the real usable area? - bathymetry) 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
% ----------------------- Auxiliar variables -------------------------- 
color_v=['b','r','m','k','r','y','b','r','m','m','k','y','k','b','m','g','k','y'];    
Pr=Pr/1E6;  % The power is expressed in MW for the upcoming calculations 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
H=Bathymetry(2,:);          % Water depth. 
Ptg=Bathymetry(1,:)/100;    % Percentage of the total area corresponding to that specific water depth 
 
% ------------------------ External inputs -------------------------- 
Cc=675;         % Cost of the cables (Eur) (Could we update this?) 
%Prref=10;        % Power of the reference turbine (MW) 
Prref=5;        % Power of the reference turbine (MW) 
%Cwtref=106;   % O&M yearly cost for the reference turbine (Eur/(Mwh.year)) 
Cwtref=30.25;   % O&M yearly cost for the reference turbine (Eur/(Mwh.year)) 
Ny=20;          % The lifespan of the wind farm (years) 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
%=========================================================================== 
 
if Mode==1      % FIXED DIAMETER MODE 
     
    figure; 
    i=Bat_flag(1); 
    Cwt=1.29*(-0.15+0.92*Pr(i));         % Cost of the generator - Caribbean Sea (MEur) 
    %Cwt=1.25*(-0.15+0.92*Pr(i));         % Cost of the generator - North Sea(MEur) 
     
    % ----------- Wind Turbine Size Factor fwt(Pr/Prref)=WTG_SF ---------  
    if Pr(i) >= Prref                              % If the WTG is bigger than the reference 
        if (Pr(i)>=Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=2*Prref) 
            WTG_SF=1-(0.14*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);   % Wind Turbine size factor  
        else 
            if Pr(i)>2*Prref 
                WTG_SF=0.86^(0.5*Pr(i)/Prref);     % Wind Turbine size factor 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        if (Pr(i)>=0.5*Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=Prref) 
            WTG_SF=1-(0.325*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);  % Wind Turbine size factor  
        else 
            if Pr(i)<0.5*Prref 
                WTG_SF=0.86^(-0.5*Prref/Pr(i));    % Wind Turbine size factor 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             
    for j=1:4:13     % Space Sweep (S)    Columns  
 
        fs=AEP_I(i,j)/AEP(i,j);                         % Load factor 
        fc_2=(AEP_I(i,j)/1E6)/(8760*Pr(i));             % Capacity Factor of the imaginary and solitary wid turbine 
        Coym=(WTG_SF*Cwtref*fc_2*fs)/1E6;               % O&M Yearly Costs for a single turbine (MEur/(Mwh.year)) 
        PE=AEP(i,j)/1E6;                                % AEP of a single turbine (MWh) 
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        for n=1:1:length(H)         % Water Depth Sweep n 
             
            if H(n)<35                  % If the waters are shallower than 35m then only monopiles should be used 
                Pp_fm=1; 
                Pp_fj=0; 
                Pp_ff=0; 
            end 
                     
            if  H(n)>35 && H(n)<50      % If the waters are deeper than 35m then only jackets should be used 
                Pp_fm=0; 
                Pp_fj=1; 
                Pp_ff=0; 
            end 
                 
            if H(n)>50                  % If the waters are deeper than 50m then only floating foundations should be used 
                Pp_fm=0; 
                Pp_fj=0; 
                Pp_ff=1; 
            end 
             
            % ------------- Costs as funtion of the water depth H --------------- 
            Lc(i,j)=S(j)*D(i)*(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)-1);           % Length of the grid  
            Cg(i,j)=Lc(i,j)*Cc/1E6;                         % Cost of the grid (MEur)         
            Cfm(j,n)=Pr(i)*(H(n)^2+100*H(n)+1500)/7500;     % Cost of a monopile (MEur) 
            Cfj(j,n)=Pr(i)*(4.5*H(n)^2-35*H(n)+2500)/7500;  % Cost of a jacket foundation (MEur) 
            %Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(0.00004*H(n)^2-0.007*H(n)+1.8519);% Cost of a floating foundation (MEur) 
            Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(0.06*H(n)^2-6.5*H(n)+14250)/7500;% Cost of a floating foundation (MEur)    
            % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            LCoE(n)=1.33*(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)*(Cwt+(Ny*PE*Coym/1.33)+(Pp_fm*Cfm(j,n))+(Pp_fj*Cfj(j,n))+(Pp_ff*Cff(j,n)))+Cg(i,j))/(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)*Ny*PE); % --Floating costs 
are missing!!--  
                                                                         
        end; 
         
        LCoE=LCoE*1E6;  % Expressed in Eur 
        hold on 
        plot(Bathymetry(2,:),LCoE,strcat(color_v(j),'-o')) 
         
         
    end; 
 
     
    xlabel('Water Depth (m)') 
    ylabel('LCoE (EUR/Mwh)') 
    grid on 
    legend('S=4','S=6','S=8','S=10') 
    title(strcat('Levelized cost of energy - D=',num2str(D(i)),'m')) 
 
%=========================================================================== 
 
     
elseif Mode==2   % FIXED SEPARATION MODE 
 
    figure; 
    j=Bat_flag(2); 
     
    for i=1:1:length(D)     % Diameter (D) sweep -  Rows 
         
        Cwt=1.29*(-0.15+0.92*Pr(i));         % Cost of the generator - Caribbean Sea (MEur) 
        %Cwt=1.25*(-0.15+0.92*Pr(i));         % Cost of the generator - North Sea(MEur) 
     
        % ----------- Wind Turbine Size Factor fwt(Pr/Prref)=WTG_SF ---------  
        if Pr(i) >= Prref                              % If the WTG is bigger than the reference 
            if (Pr(i)>=Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=2*Prref) 
                WTG_SF=1-(0.14*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);   % Wind Turbine size factor  
            else 
                if Pr(i)>2*Prref 
                    WTG_SF=0.86^(0.5*Pr(i)/Prref);     % Wind Turbine size factor 
                end 
            end 
        else 
            if (Pr(i)>=0.5*Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=Prref) 
                WTG_SF=1-(0.325*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);  % Wind Turbine size factor  
            else 
                if Pr(i)<0.5*Prref 
                    WTG_SF=0.86^(-0.5*Prref/Pr(i));    % Wind Turbine size factor 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
             
     
        fs=AEP_I(i,j)/AEP(i,j);                         % Load factor 
        fc_2=(AEP_I(i,j)/1E6)/(8760*Pr(i));             % Capacity Factor of the imaginary and solitary wid turbine 
        Coym=(WTG_SF*Cwtref*fc_2*fs)/1E6;               % O&M Yearly Costs for a single turbine (MEur/(Mwh.year)) 
        PE=AEP(i,j)/1E6;                                % AEP of a single turbine (MWh) 
         
        for n=1:1:length(H)         % Water Depth Sweep n 
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            if H(n)<35                  % If the waters are shallower than 35m then only monopiles should be used 
                Pp_fm=1; 
                Pp_fj=0; 
                Pp_ff=0; 
            end 
                     
            if  H(n)>35 && H(n)<50      % If the waters are deeper than 35m then only jackets should be used 
                Pp_fm=0; 
                Pp_fj=1; 
                Pp_ff=0; 
            end 
                 
            if H(n)>50                  % If the waters are deeper than 50m then only floating foundations should be used 
                Pp_fm=0; 
                Pp_fj=0; 
                Pp_ff=1; 
            end 
             
            % ------------- Costs as funtion of the water depth H --------------- 
            Lc(i,j)=S(j)*D(i)*(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)-1);           % Length of the grid  
            Cg(i,j)=Lc(i,j)*Cc/1E6;                         % Cost of the grid (MEur)         
            Cfm(j,n)=Pr(i)*(H(n)^2+100*H(n)+1500)/7500;     % Cost of a monopile (MEur) 
            Cfj(j,n)=Pr(i)*(4.5*H(n)^2-35*H(n)+2500)/7500;  % Cost of a jacket foundation (MEur) 
            %Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(2.05*H(n)^2)/400;               % Cost of a floating foundation (MEur) 
            Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(0.06*H(n)^2-6.5*H(n)+14250)/7500;% Cost of a floating foundation (MEur) 
            % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
            LCoE(n)=1.33*(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)*(Cwt+(Ny*PE*Coym/1.33)+(Pp_fm*Cfm(j,n))+(Pp_fj*Cfj(j,n))+(Pp_ff*Cff(j,n)))+Cg(i,j))/(NT(i,j)*Ptg(n)*Ny*PE); % --Floating costs 
are missing!!--  
                                                                         
        end; 
         
        LCoE=LCoE*1E6;  % Expressed in Eur 
        hold on 
        plot(Bathymetry(2,:),LCoE,strcat(color_v(i),'-o')) 
        labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(D(i)));  
 
     
    end; 
 
     
    xlabel('Water Depth (m)') 
    ylabel('LCoE (EUR/Mwh)') 
    grid on 
    legend(labels_v) 
    title(strcat('Levelized cost of energy - S=',num2str(S(j)),'D')) 
 
%=========================================================================== 
 
elseif Mode==3   % LCoE TO FULFILL THE POWER DEMAND 
     
    LCoE_e=0;                   % Auxiliar variable to sum-up the LCoE 
    figure; 
    for i=1:1:length(D)         % height Sweep (D or h) Rows 
     
        Cwt=1.29*(-0.15+0.92*Pr(i));         % Cost of the generator - North Sea(MEur) 
     
        % ----------- Wind Turbine Size Factor fwt(Pr/Prref)=WTG_SF ---------  
        if Pr(i) >= Prref                              % If the WTG is bigger than the reference 
            if (Pr(i)>=Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=2*Prref) 
                WTG_SF=1-(0.14*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);   % Wind Turbine size factor  
            else 
                if Pr(i)>2*Prref 
                    WTG_SF=0.86^(0.5*Pr(i)/Prref);     % Wind Turbine size factor 
                end 
            end 
        else 
            if (Pr(i)>=0.5*Prref)&&(Pr(i)<=Prref) 
                WTG_SF=1-(0.325*(Pr(i)-Prref)/Prref);  % Wind Turbine size factor  
            else 
                if Pr(i)<0.5*Prref 
                    WTG_SF=0.86^(-0.5*Prref/Pr(i));    % Wind Turbine size factor 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         
        for j=1:1:length(S)     % Space Sweep (S)    Columns 
             
            Area_Sum=0; 
            limit=0; 
            for w=1:1:length(H) 
                if Area_Sum<Area_Req(i,j) 
                    Area_Sum=Area_Sum+(Area*Ptg(w)); 
                    limit=limit+1;                          % Establishes what water depth intervals should be used to satisfy the power demand 
                end 
            end 
             
            Ptg2=zeros(1,limit);                            % Vector to store the new percentages (Bathymetry joined with the required area) 
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            for w=1:1:limit 
                if w < limit 
                    Ptg2(w)=Area*Ptg(w)/Area_Req(i,j); 
                else 
                    diff=Area_Sum-Area_Req(i,j);            % "Difference" between the added area (using fixed intervals) and the required area 
                    B_portion=(Area*Ptg(w))-diff;              % The portion of area belonging to the last interval that is actually used  
                    Ptg2(w)=B_portion/Area_Req(i,j); 
                end                 
            end 
             
             
             
            fs=AEP_I(i,j)/AEP(i,j);                         % Load factor 
            fc_2=(AEP_I(i,j)/1E6)/(8760*Pr(i));             % Capacity Factor of the imaginary and solitary wind turbine 
            Coym=(WTG_SF*Cwtref*fc_2*fs)/1E6;               % O&M Yearly Costs for a single turbine (MEur/(Mwh.year)) 
            PE=Edem/1E6;                                    % AEP = Energy Demand (MWh) 
         
            for n=1:1:limit         % Water Depth Sweep n 
             
                if H(n)<35                  % If the waters are shallower than 35m then only monopiles should be used 
                    Pp_fm=1; 
                    Pp_fj=0; 
                    Pp_ff=0; 
                end 
                     
                if  H(n)>35 && H(n)<50      % If the waters are deeper than 35m then only jackets should be used 
                    Pp_fm=0; 
                    Pp_fj=1; 
                    Pp_ff=0; 
                end 
                 
                if H(n)>50                  % If the waters are deeper than 50m then only floating foundations should be used 
                    Pp_fm=0; 
                    Pp_fj=0; 
                    Pp_ff=1; 
                end 
             
                % ------------- Costs as funtion of the water depth H --------------- 
                Lc(i,j)=S(j)*D(i)*(NT1(i,j)*Ptg2(n)-1);         % Length of the grid  
                Cg(i,j)=Lc(i,j)*Cc/1E6;                         % Cost of the grid (MEur)         
                Cfm(j,n)=Pr(i)*(H(n)^2+100*H(n)+1500)/7500;     % Cost of a monopile (MEur) 
                Cfj(j,n)=Pr(i)*(4.5*H(n)^2-35*H(n)+2500)/7500;  % Cost of a jacket foundation (MEur) 
                %Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(2.05*H(n)^2)/400;               % Cost of a floating foundation (MEur) 
                Cff(j,n)=Pr(i)*(0.06*H(n)^2-6.5*H(n)+14250)/7500;% Cost of a floating foundation (MEur) 
                % ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                LCoE_e(n)=1.33*(NT1(i,j)*Ptg2(n)*(Cwt+(Ny*PE*Coym/(1.33*NT1(i,j)))+(Pp_fm*Cfm(j,n))+(Pp_fj*Cfj(j,n))+(Pp_ff*Cff(j,n)))+Cg(i,j))/(Ptg2(n)*Ny*PE); % --
Floating costs are missing!!--  
                                                                         
            end; 
             
            LCoE(i,j)=1E6*(LCoE_e(1:limit)*(Ptg2(1:limit))');    % Ponderated LCoE for all the water depths and Expressed in Eur 
             
        end; 
 
        hold on 
        plot(S,LCoE(i,:),strcat(color_v(i),'-o')) 
        labels_v{i}=strcat('D = ',num2str(D(i)));  
         
    end 
     
    legend(labels_v) 
    xlabel('Spacing S (-)') 
    ylabel('LCoE (EUR/Mwh)') 
    title('Levelized Cost of energy to satisfy Energy demand in LAC by 2020') 
    grid on 
     
         
     
end 
 
 
end 
 

 
 
 


